29 April, 2010

PROPOSED ADDRESS LOCALITY BOUNDARY AMENDMENTS FORBES

Residents are being encouraged to have their say on a proposal to amend address locality boundaries within the Forbes local government area.

Minister for Lands, Tony Kelly, said the proposed amendments include absorbing some current localities into already existing localities.

“It also includes amending some boundaries to move properties to neighbouring localities,” the Minister said.

“Council has advised it plans to direct mail residents during the consultation period as it involves a number of proposed changes to locality boundaries and status.”

A map of council’s proposal can be viewed at Forbes Council Administration Centre, Court Street Forbes.

The proposal can also be viewed and submissions lodged on the Geographical Names Board’s web site at www.gnb.nsw.gov.au, or by writing to the Geographical Names Board, Land and Property Information, 346 Panorama Ave, Bathurst NSW 2795.

Submissions close on Tuesday, May 28.